
STAGE PROGRAMME



BCB MAIN STAGE

The Main Stage is the knowledge centre of Bar
Convent Berlin. This is where lectures by international
experts and panel discussions with opinion leaders
from the global bar and drinks scene take place. This
year, for the first time, exhibitor talks will also be
possible on the Main Stage. All content will be
reviewed and approved by Director of Education
Angus Winchester. Only dry sessions without
sampling are possible on the Main Stage. Due to
hygiene restrictions, the live capacity of the stages
will be significantly reduced. Recording and live
streaming of the session can be booked additionally.

Equipment: Stage, Bar

Seating: Chairs with 1.5m minimum spacing

Technology: Video, sound and lightning, projection
screen, streaming option on the BCB website

Staff: Stage manager for coordination

Branding: Bottle presentation on the bar and Roll-Ups

possible

Advertising: BCB Website, Social Media,

Programme Boards on site, Show Guide

Main Stage

Capacity: approx. 60 PAX

Price / 45 min slot: 1,880 EUR plus VAT

Price / 45 min slot

+ streaming: 700 EUR plus VAT



LIQUID STAGE

The Liquid Stage offers the possibility to hold tastings,
product presentations or talks on a variety of topics.

It has the optimal set-up for tastings with up to 6
different samples. Therefore, it is the perfect place to
impart knowledge and enthusiasm on any bar-related
topic.

Due to hygienic restrictions, the live capacity of the
stages is significantly reduced.

Equipment: Stage, Bar, Cocktail Equipment, Tasting

Cups, Ice Cubes, Crushed Ice

Seating: Chairs and tables with 1.5m min. spacing 

Technology: Video, Sound and Lightning, projection

screen

Staff: 2 staff members to support the speakers

Branding: Bottle presentation on the bar and Roll-

Ups possible

Advertising: Show Guide, BCB Website, Social Media,

Programme Boards on site

Liquid Stage

Capacity: ca. 20 PAX

Price / 45 min slot: 1,580 EUR plus VAT


